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BlackBerry® Blend Seamlessly brings messaging and content that’s on your BlackBerry® smartphone   
  to your computer and tablet. 

BlackBerry® Assistant A voice and text command application that enables you to manage your work   
  and personal email, contacts, calendar and other BlackBerry® 10 features through 
  simple commands.

BlackBerry Hub

 Priority Hub With a simple pinch, see only messages, within your BlackBerry® Hub are set as priority.

 Instant Actions User can quickly triage the BlackBerry Hub directly from the list view with quick and 
 in BlackBerry Hub convenient actions for all types of communication.

 Attachment View Allows you to filter all your attachments in your messaging Hub together for quick 
 in BlackBerry Hub searching.

Battery

 Battery Monitoring Battery percentage indicators and power monitoring options help users optimize 
  power consumption to deliver the best possible performances.

 Battery Saving Mode Save power on your terms by customizing settings within the Power Saving Profile  
  to increase battery life by up to 15%.*

Apps

 Android App Downloaded directly from 3rd party Android** app stores, which can be accessed  
 compatibility on the Internet – allowing you to enjoy some of the world’s most popular titled  
  BlackBerry apps (BlackBerry® World™) and top Android apps via APK files.

 Android App Store Access the very best business and productivity apps through BlackBerry World 
 preloaded and the latest Android apps and games through the preloaded Amazon Appstore.

Calendar

 Running late notification Offers a notification option to let meeting participants know you’re running late.

 Meeting mode option Opt to automatically silence notifications when in a scheduled meeting or event.  
  The device will utilize the user’s synced calendars to automatically put the phone  
  in quiet mode for the duration of a meeting.

Camera

 Time Shift mode Captures milliseconds before and after your photo, so you can pinpoint and adjust 
  exact moments of your picture to create the perfect shot.

 Offline Time Shift mode When a user takes a photo using Time Shift mode, they can edit the image right away 
  or they now have the option to “Save for Later”. This will save the entire Time Shift 
  capture burst to memory for edit at a more convenient time.

 Panoramic shots Panorama allows users to sweep their device horizontally (e.g. left to right) taking 
  multiple photos and stitching them together to provide a single panorama image.

Copy & Paste editing bar Quickly copy and paste with more precise cursor control, and get things done faster 
  with editing options that automatically appear with a double tap.

Lock Screen notifications View the sender and subject of your latest email, SMS, or BBM™ from the lock screen.

Instant Previews Preview incoming messages and respond to all your BBM and text conversations 
and BBM Now instantly in any app.

Sharp Sharing Suggestions on how and with whom to share your pictures, files, links or documents, 
  based on past sharing.
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